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It is now just a year since John and I took
over the helms of our respective parts of
the Association and we have done our
best to steer a steady course through the
water in order to maintain the Association
within its constitution and ethos, while
rising to the challenges of the member-
ship, and meeting their aspirations.

In home waters, we have run well attend-
ed and enjoyable rallies, with a fantastic
diversity of boats from across the range,
and often no two alike amongst those
gathered on adjacent pontoons, and river
banks.  Ashore social events have been
supported in both the South and East
Regions, and further away across the
distant horizon our intrepid overseas, and
cruising members, and their boats, have
demonstrated the true capabilities of the
Frances and Victoria Classes.  This was
perhaps most ably demonstrated by Jon-
athan Hopper during his participation in
the Jester Azores Challenge when both
he and his Frances 26 Cutter, Francesca
returned safely to our shores.

On the River Thames the 2012 season
was very mixed, we had some good
weather in the spring when the boats
were first put back in the water after win-
ter storage.  In May our Spring Rally to
Maidenhead was well attended by Shad-
ow members on a beautiful weekend, but
the rains came in the following week and
very soon the river was in spate, and this
bad weather continued over the Jubilee
celebrations, as you may remember.

When the river is in flood the Environ-
ment Agency first put their Yellow Boards
up at the locks to show stream increasing
and if the condition worsens, the Red
Boards go up and it is inadvisable to use
the Thames; private boat owners’ insur-
ance would be null and void, should any
incident occur.  Holiday boats should
moor up and contact their hire company
for a pilot to come and navigate them
back to a suitable point.

In September our Autumn Rally was
reckoned to be a great success.  We
travelled on Heavenly Daze in company
with Carole and Peter on Jolly Olly.  Pe-
ter and Jenny Cosker and John Tyer
joined us for a very enjoyable three hour
cruise from Wallingford to Abingdon-on-
Thames in beautiful weather.  Peter
Cosker carried out the duties of a Tem-
porary Lockkeeper on a couple of occa-
sions when the lock was unattended!
Dave and Angie on White Rose of York
just managed to get a mooring in Abing-
don and Paul and Patsy Townsend
joined us by road.  We enjoyed a meal at
a local hotel and were surprised when an

Elvis Presley look-alike came to do his
act - several of our ladies enjoyed a
dance with The King!

Shadow boat owners are in the minority
in the Association, but we are always
looking for new members.  I have been
contacted by two new Shadow owners
recently, one on the Thames and one
seagoing from Brixham, and we are hop-
ing that they will join the Association in
due course.  However, I am sorry to re-
port that Cascade III has been put up for
sale by George and Gloria Warrilow, and
they will probably resign from the Associ-
ation at some stage.

Exposure in the media has been good
including Dick Durham’s article in the
September edition of Yachting Monthly,
which featured John Corden and his Vic-
toria 34 Kipper and her use as a floating
classroom working out of Lymington.
Later in the year, in the October edition,
Albertine had a cameo appearance illus-
trating Chris Nicholls’ project to collate
and record archive information relating to
the Victoria 34 and Frances 34.  Chris
can be contacted via the Forum on the
Association’s website, which is currently
being refreshed, by Beverly Dewath our
Website Editor.

The only cloud on the horizon at present
is the difficulty in maintaining a commit-
tee structure to enable the Association to
work and meet the needs of the member-
ship.  This year Peter Cosker stood down
as Honorary Secretary, but remains on
the Committee as the Waterlines Journal
Editor.  However, we seek volunteers for
the posts of Honorary Secretary and Re-
gional Organisers on both the South and
East coasts.  On the bright side the Victo-
ria Cup, for the Round the Island (Isle of
Wight) Race, which is the largest boat
race of its kind in the world, was compet-
ed for and won by Jerry Bottrill in his Vic-
toria 30 Sloop Tracker and the Passmore
family delighted us with their experiences
in the same race with an illustrated talk at
the Annual General Meeting.  The Best
Log Cup (Victoria II Cup) for the best
cruising log, had four entries, and was
won by Colin Reid and his account of
Snowball Crosses the Atlantic.

We both, as your Joint Chairmen, thank
you for all your support throughout the
year, but rest assured we will continue to
twist arms to bring our committee struc-
ture up to strength to enable the Associa-
tion to continue to thrive, and for us all to
enjoy the company of like minded souls
just messing about on the water.

Jon and John
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Jester Challenge to the Azores by Jonathan Hopper
In May, Francesca took me from Gilling-
ham down to Plymouth to join the Jester
Challenge to the Azores (an event de-
signed for sub 30ft boats wishing to ex-
perience singlehanded ocean sailing).
The whole trip was
single handed, in-
cluding getting to
Plymouth and back.
It is not a race, but
an event with no
fees, no pre-
requirements and
very few rules - one
of the few being that
the engine is not to
be used for propul-
sion.  Because of
this the trip is more
about enjoying a
safe passage than
pushing small boats
to their limits, inviting breakage.  More
information can be found on their web-
site (http://www.jesterinfo.org).

Much of the planning and work for this
trip goes back months if not years - such
as the installation of certain critical
equipment (eg. Sea Feather wind vane;
AIS)  and a much longer list of mainte-
nance that had to be done which would
otherwise be scheduled over the next
few years, such as various rigging re-
placement, deck fitting removal and re-
bedding; gas pipe replacement etc.etc.
Winter was spent putting together a Jor-
don Series Drogue - the theory being if I
had one it would not be needed.   There
were no big modifications made, just a
number of smaller items to ensure sea-
worthiness in the harsher environment -
latches over all the locker lids; latch to
hold companionway closed; 2nd large
bilge pump accessible down below;
emergency storm
boards made up
for portlights and
forehatch; 3rd set
of reefs etc.   For
electricity, Fran-
cesca supports a
dedicated engine
battery in the bot-
tom of the wet
locker, together
with the original 2 under the step as a
single house bank.   Charging was by
smart charger on the alternator (over 1
hour a day average) and a 40W solar
panel.   Water storage was by 100l in the
flexible tank, and an additional 30l in
tanks lashed to the base of the mast
(down below).   This was considerably
more than was needed - the extra tanks

could have been taken into a liferaft if
needed, but also having extra weight in
that area gave Francesca noticeably
more stability.   Francesca is a standard
cutter rig Frances 26.

May was spent
sorting out food/
clothing.   I used
vacuum bags for
keeping fresh
clothes dry which
were excellent.  It
would have been
useful to be able
to draw the air out
whilst underway,
but my efforts
failed.    Daughter
number 2 (Emily,
then 12) refused
to discuss the trip

with me up to this moment, and then
suddenly sprang into action helping with
menus and bagging food up into sepa-
rate weeks.

The wait for a long
enough break in the
relentless westerly
winds for the long
grind to Plymouth
was frustratingly
long.  After a few
weeks of “shall I or
shan’t I” the perfect
forecast emerged -
12hrs of west wind
followed by 5 days
of easterlies, and
nothing particularly strong.  Inevitably
this was not quite what happened, and
initial thoughts of stopping here and
there to an anchor quickly changed into
stops into Dover, Brighton, Weymouth
Marinas, and a final stop in the Dart

(gorgeous).   After a
traditionally poor
South Foreland roll-
er coaster Dover
was all too tempting.
The next morning I
awoke to see a
small craft opposite
with a wind vane,
who turned out to be
another Jester chal-

lenger.  He had spent that night bounc-
ing around going westwards, and finally
gave up trying to beat into poor condi-
tions at Hastings, where finding his boat
full of water, he turned round and re-
turned.   His stern gland was leaking,
and at that point he realised that the
thought of bouncing around the Atlantic

was more than he could endure, and
that was where his Jester Challenge
ended.   They say that making it to the
start line was a huge part of the chal-
lenge.   Out of an original 70+ boats in-
tending to take the challenge, only 29
started.

The stop at Brighton was similarly unin-
tentional - conditions picked up off
Beachy Head at 1am, and the forecast
for the following day was poor, so I once
again succumbed to the thoughts of hot
showers and real food.   The next leg to
Weymouth was straight forward, and put
Francesca into new cruising ground.

With dire warnings in the pilot books for
passing Portland Bill, I set off with some
nervousness for the Dart early in the
morning.   My worries were completely
unfounded as the Bill was a pussy cat,
as was the long drag across Lyme Bay.

Entering the Dart in the evening was a
bit like dying and going to heaven.   For
the first time there was some sun and a
glimmer of warmth.  Such a fantastic

cruising ground
needs a lot more
exploring, but will
have to wait till a
different time.

I arrived in Plym-
outh a couple of
days before the
start, and enjoyed
meeting fellow
competitors and
their boats.   Most

seemed to be at least a couple of feet
longer than a Frances, with a useful
amount of extra space down below.  The
day before the start it blew a real hoolie,
and pre-race nerves were not helped by
the incessant screaming in the rigging.

The start day was much calmer, and the
Jesters started the race to Ewan’s shot-
gun fired from his bows.   Boat speeds
were frustratingly low, and it took consid-
erable concentration just to avoid collid-
ing with the other yachts.   The entrance
to the sound was enveloped in thick fog
with visibility a couple of boat lengths.
Fortunately a breeze picked up, allowing
navigation though numerous fog horns
and AIS targets.   The fog cleared, and
the wind completely died for several
hours.   So frustrating.   Then suddenly
in the evening we were off!   Lovely wind
- S5 - reef in and humming.  As those
with similar boats know, these are the
conditions that the Frances loves, giving
over 5kn through the water all night.
The darkness had its usual supply of   ...

Weymouth

Portland Bill

Dartmouth
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ships and trawlers, so the odd 10 minute
cat nap was the only sleep possible, and
even that was awkward.

Past the TSS with more ships the follow-
ing day, and into the real rollers from the
Atlantic, and so it continued.   I had been
advised not to sleep till around day 3
when we were off the continental shelf
as this was the limit of the smaller fishing
boats.   In theory everything after that
had a good chance of being detected on
the AIS display (with a loud alarm!).   A
fellow competitor unfortunately made
physical contact with a trawler on the
first night and had to retire with boat
damage.

After the second night of short cat naps I
awoke from one short sleep at daybreak
in murky visibility, only to see the shape
of a ship in the gloom heading straight
towards me.   I was very surprised at the
time that AIS had not picked it up, and it
was so close that I made immediate col-
lision avoiding heading alterations.   With
heart racing, even with a swift movement
of the helm it was still directly in front.
Checking the compass to work out what
was going on, it then it dawned on me as
this had happened once before - the
mind was playing tricks through lack of
sleep.   Frightening to know how the
brain cannot cope for very long, but at
least I was still able to realise what had
happened.   The following night I was on
to 1 ½ hour sleeps which helped consid-
erably.   When visibility improved I could
still see 3 of my fellow competitors.   Had
a chat on the VHF, and this was the last
conversation I had with anyone till re-
turning to Plymouth.

For the next few days the wind was
breezy to windy. A fair amount of head-
wind, but becoming favourable as the
lows came past.   No rain - pity as the
salt built up everywhere.   Chilly enough
to need plenty of layers and hats.   The
Eberspacher was run every evening, but
even this did not stop the ever damp
atmosphere.   The sea had plenty of
texture, with waves coming from all di-

rections, but rarely the rollers experi-
enced in the Western Approaches, but
the waves did not slow the hull as it does
in the North Sea.
Sometimes reefs had
to go in when the
wind was forward of
the beam to stop any
crashing - purely to
ensure the rig re-
mained with the boat
till the end of the trip.
The V of the hull has
to part the next wave
rather than the flat of
the heeling hull else
everything feels the
shock, and it is a considerable shock
with such big waves.  In spite of seem-
ingly good hull speed, daily runs were at
best just over 100 miles.   Ocean cur-
rents are generally against you on the
way down, and I suspect that the log
over read due to the bigger waves, and
the less straight course that is made in
coastal sailing.

Gear held out well, although the control
lines to the wind vane seemed to slack-
en themselves.   It took a few days to
realise that 2 blocks were working their
way inwards along a shaft designed to
keep them outboard. This had the effect
of having less travel on the tiller than
was intended.  Initially it was slow and of
no real concern, and very easy to fix.   I
looked forward to a flatter
sea as 2 hands were need-
ed whilst dangling over the
stern.   Briefly trying this
and feeling rather exposed I
put the work off till the
weather improved.   This
was a mistake.

3 nights in a row, all the
same.   Just as I was recov-
ering from the first few
nights of no sleep, low
pressure fronts hit in the
small hours of the morning
soon after going to ‘bed’.
Bed at 0045;  up at 0100 to put in reef;
Perhaps another reef at 0130.  Tried to
sleep, and gave up a couple of hours
later - the answer was to sheet the stay-
sail in really hard and put the helm down.
Not the traditional way to heave to, but it
was remarkably effective in F6/7 condi-
tions with significant waves.   I managed
to grab a few hours sleep that way, but
those 3 nights were tiring.  The trip was
predominantly on the port tack which
allowed me to sleep on the starboard
berth near the mast.   My intention was
to retire to the forepeak double if on the
starboard tack or it was more bouncy,

but found that the boat movement and
noise up there stopped me sleeping.  In
the end if I couldn’t safely sleep on the

starboard side,
the floor became
the only answer.
The pilot berth
was filled with
safety gear and I
never tried it for
sleeping during
the trip.

Out of range of
radio 4 for fore-
casts I turned to a
satellite phone,

which I had hired largely to text my posi-
tion home daily so that my family knew I
was ok, but at this stage of the trip texted
weather reports were invaluable.  I re-
ceived a warning - a low had turned right
and significantly deepened.   It must
have been big as it took days to clear
through.  I beat for a couple of days in
strengthening winds.  The problem with
the Sea Feather had not gone away, and
to preserve what travel was left of the
control lines I helmed for many hours for
a couple of days before the worst of the
depression hit.   After 12 hours on the
helm the seas all began to look as
though they were uphill.   Cooking and
eating became difficult (will do this differ-
ently next time).  I never find cooking
easy when beating, not helped by food

ending up on the floor before making it to
my mouth.  Small things make all the
difference.   My breakfast bowls have
sloped sides so they nest, but if placed
next to the fiddles whilst filling with
breakfast cereal, they fall to the floor.   3
hands are needed, or different bowls.
Similarly the cooker’s fiddles are too low
for the Atlantic, and supper also came off
when a ‘steam train wave’ hit whilst beat-
ing.   Nibble food such as breakfast bars
became the normal food for several
days, but I had not anticipated this being
a big problem there was only a limited
supply on board.

Jester in Plymouth

Chart table, forepeak and starboard bunk
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My waterproofs also started letting in
salty water, and sets of clothes were
becoming wet.  Re-
proofing them some
months before seemingly
hadn’t lasted.   I was be-
coming fatigued and failing
to look after myself.

The depression ap-
proached.   3rd reef went
in.   I helmed all day to try
to get as far south as pos-
sible.   Lots of texture now
to the seas.   Waves look-
ing and sounding like
steam trains reminded me
why I was doing this in a
sturdy built Frances rather
than a light weight saucer.
As night fell and the wind
rose and the screaming in the rigging
started.   I tried lying a-hull as the
‘staysail’ method of heaving to at this
wind speed was not comfortable.   Lying
a-hull was worse, so it was back on deck
in the dark to get triple reef main up and
a square inch of genoa out.   Far better.
Wind continued to rise until the rig was
humming rather than screaming (never
come across this before).   At 0100 I
‘retired’ to the forepeak.   If she rolled I
reckoned this was the safest place to be.
Sleep did not come, and for a period of
maybe 20 minutes there were several of
the ‘steam train’ waves that hit the top of
Francesca, and these were rather more
concerning.    Conditions that night were
very windy and rough, and although
Francesca coped, it was a reminder that
it wouldn’t need to be too much worse
before the need to go into survival mode.

In the morning the wind was still strong
from the SW - exactly where I needed to
go.   I was 700 miles from Plymouth -
500 miles to the Azores.   The 10 day
forecast was predominantly SW, so in
terms of sea miles, time and comfort
Plymouth was still closer.   There were 3
more lows forecast over that time, of
which one was looking as significant as
the one I was in.   Disappointing as it
was, turning around seemed the only
rational course of action, given lack of
sleep, food and dry clothes, with the
forecast set for these problems to contin-
ue.  It was a difficult decision, and one
that I probably would not have made if
one or two of the minor issues had not
occurred.   Most of the larger boats were
100 or 150 miles close to the finish when
this depression hit.   It took 11 days to
get to 42deg 55’N,  17deg 10.6’W and 7

days to return.  It was a windy but easy
trip back.   Apart from ship dodging once

back on the continental shelf, the only
other issue was a tricolour nav light
which decided to go for a swim.    It ap-
pears that the continual shock of the
‘steam train waves’ hitting the hull was
finally too much for it.   One other signifi-
cant breakage was a boom bail, where
the main sheet joins the boom.   This is
a known weakness and a spare had
already been connected for the trip.

After sitting out yet another gale for a
couple of days in the Sutton Marina in
Plymouth (amazing showers - thanks for
the tip Victoria Rose) I decided to take it
easy getting back to Gillingham.  Howev-
er, the weather was so good initially, and
I was in the groove for big passage mak-

ing, so did Plymouth to Brighton in one
leg (174 miles).   Arriving at 2000, I

looked forward to spend-
ing a couple of days there.
The morning forecast was
not promising, so just as I
was getting ready for a
day exploring, looked at
the tides and wind chang-
es and decided that the
best way was to leave,
immediately.   Brighton to
Dover (74 miles) meant I
got in at 1am, and again
looked forward to a couple
of days there.  Come the
morning, the 5 day fore-
cast was dire, with the
only break that night, so at
0100 I was off again for
the final leg to Gillingham,

where I arrived just before the next low
hit.

Although it was disappointing to not
have got to the Azores, given the weath-
er and my promises to my family for first-
ly not drowning and secondly only being
away for 7 weeks from the Jester start, it
was probably the right decision to turn
round. Perhaps if I had arranged for
Francesca to remain in the Azores for a
year I would have continued.  It was a
fascinating first foray into deep sea sail-
ing, and the lessons learned should
make it easier for the next Jester Azores
in 4 years.

Jonathan Hopper, Francesca
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The Cuckoo Cruise by Mo Jefferies
Our Cuckoo Cruise really began back on
a cold February day, when (clad in wet-
suits and buoyancy aids) we tried out
our old liferaft on the local sailing pond.

It seemed the perfect opportunity for a
DIY survival course – we’d finally re-
placed the 15-year old liferaft we’d had
since our early days on Vita, our Victoria
800, and the old one was hanging about
the house taking up space.  How easy
were they to launch? How easy to climb
into?  What would the drift be like and
how would it paddle?  The answers
came quick and fast – difficult to launch
single-handed, when it finally inflated
and I climbed in, the top tube had a big
hole in it where the valve had blown out
and was already collapsing, and the
knife needed to cut us free from the
mother ship was not to be found, either
missing or at the bottom of the lake.

I clambered out of the raft greatly dis-
mayed.  Although the raft was now long
in the tooth, it had a full service history,
and yet would have proved fatal had we

tried to use it in an emergency.  Could
we trust the new one on board to per-
form any better?  We needed some
backup plans.  One option would be to
keep the tender (Vitalite) partially inflated

and on deck, but she was already 12
years old, and we’d have to protect her
from UV.  How easy would she be to
pump up in the water?  Eventually Leo

brought us back to an idea he
had wanted to try out ever
since we first bought Vita –
could we find a solid dinghy
that would stow on deck or be
towed, as conditions dictated.
Quite a tall order for an 8m
boat, and I struggled to imag-
ine how and where we could
stow it, but Leo found some
designs for fold-down dinghies
that might work, so why not
give it a try. It wouldn’t neces-
sarily match the specifications
for a liferaft, but in the event
that our other inflatable options
let us down, it might provide
some self-rescue potential.

The design we decided upon was the
nesting Eastport Pram.
Ours is called Y-Vita, and
she was built and finished
over a period of 6 weeks
from early April to mid-May
2012.

Our cruise story now re-
starts in mid-May, loading a
small blue boat onto our
roofrack and setting off for
the Isle of Kerrera, opposite
Oban, where Vita was due
to be launched later in the
week.

We carried the new tender
across to the marina in the
marina’s ferry - folded down
and stowed amidships.  We spent the
next couple of days in the usual round of

jobs getting Vita ready for
launching, and we left the ten-
der to one side for a few days.
Finally we were afloat and
ready to try out our new toy.
Still on the pontoon, we tried to
manhandle her over the stan-
chions and across the coach
roof.  At this point we still
weren’t completely sure if she
would actually fit!  With quite a
bit of jiggery-pokery and by
undoing the kicking strap, we
found it was possible to
squeeze her onto the
coachroof, behind the mast

and over the hatch garage.  We set off
for a shakedown sail to a nearby anchor-
age (Puilladobhrain) and set about play-
ing with her.  At the anchorage, we man-
aged to reverse the procedure and

launch her, but she’d left her mark on
the coachroof and on my muscles, so I
still wasn’t convinced that this was going
to work.  However rowing her and sailing
her about the lagoon was great fun, so
we set off again for Lismore, to see how
towing might impact Vita’s sailing perfor-
mance.  The winds were light, and we
went anticlockwise around the island,
anchoring at Port Ramsay in the north
on the first night, and Arduchon Bay in
the south west on the second night.  She
towed like a dream, didn’t ship any water
and the chines deflected the spray, but
the real bonus was that when we were
settled in our anchorage, the incentive to
get out in the dinghy and explore was
much greater, as it was ready and wait-
ing and not requiring any pumping up.

After Lismore it was difficult to imagine
not having Y-Vita with us, and our sys-
tems for getting her launched and recov-
ered also improved, to the point where

Leo even managed it single-handed.

As a final fling, and to make the most of
the remaining few days of good weather
that were forecast, we embarked on a
circumnavigation of Mull via Tobermory,
Arinagour (Coll), Gometra, Ulva, Staff,
Bunessan, down the Sound of Iona
(wind against tide – shades of the Irish
Sea returned to haunt me!), along the
south coast of Mull back to Puil-
ladobhrain and once more to Kerrera.  Y
-Vita towed beautifully throughout all of
this time.  Leo jumped into her to take a
closer look at Fingal’s cave, and we both
used her to paddle around Bunessan.
We saw gannets, puffins, sea-eagles,
dolphins and in every single anchorage,
a cuckoo greeted us as we entered.  A
fantastic start to the season.

As for Y-Vita – Y not?

Y-Vita on the coach roof

Sailing Y-Vita in the anchorage at Puilladobhrain

Y-Vita visits Fingal’s Cave
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Fog, Humming Birds, Gales and Whales by Mowbray Whiffin

This was to be the year when I closed
the circle on my Atlantic Circuit, after 8
years away and 10,000 miles across the
Atlantic, the Caribbean and the East
Coast of the US, up to the Canadian
border.

I had a kind offer in 2010 to have a
discounted price mooring from a
fellow member of the Ocean
Cruising Club which I took up at
his home port of Camden, Maine,
a port that I knew well but more as
a land-based tourist!  I therefore
left the base of Morris Yachts in
Bass Harbor for a short hop to
Camden where I overwintered
prior to my return across the Pond.

The Camden Yacht Club was in-
credibly kind to me and as well as
the mooring I had full use of the Club
including use of the free launch and Club
dining room.  I could have stayed for
ever!

However I asked for crew, and Graham
Hughes, a Canadian with a Victoria 30
on Lake Ontario stood forward, after
reading an earlier article in Waterlines
(see how it travels!) and a fellow OCC
member, Raymond Crawford volun-
teered for the passage.

This was a strong crew, my boat
and ocean miles, Graham had
technical ability and Raymond
sailed downwind like a witch, a
point of sail that defeats me.  Oth-
er crew came forward, all very
strong contenders with several
lady members connected to the
Victoria Association.

Once I had decided to bring my
boat back to the UK, and after a
crew selection (I hope that I can
meet all the well quali-
fied applicants) all that remained
was to book the flights and agree
with Raymond that he would be on
the same flight.

Apparently he had never been to the US
so the passport and immigration hurdles
were a worry.  This was something about
which I knew a great deal!

We agreed on a flight but meeting on the
flight proved to be a ‘health and safety
issue'.  I managed to ask a steward if
Raymond would identify himself to that

person who would then ask me if I
wished to speak to him!

This was soon cleared and we met and
agreed to meet again after immigration.

This was easy, I was actually greeted by
a welcome back Mr Whiffin!

The next hurdle was the short hop with
Cape Air up to Rockland, the nearest
airport to Camden, about 10 miles away.
All went well, I always try to sit next to
the pilot (all aged about 20) to have a
chat until we banked round with the sun
now on my right side.  I said this meant
we were now going south, the reply was
Americanese “Rockland was socked in
with fog, he was not allowed to touch

and go so we were going back to Bos-
ton.''

The control tower uses marker poles at
200yds distance down the runway and
the nearest one had just disappeared so
the airport was now shut!

This happens a lot so we were then put
on a small bus and set off into the falling
evening light.  This was going to take at

least 5 hours with eta after midnight.

The driver sped up the Interstate but was
promptly pulled over in Wiscasset for
doing 60 mph in a 25 mph zone!  We

were swiftly released when we all
woke up and said we were Cape
Air passengers who wanted to go
to bed!

At 1am we arrived to a deserted,
locked and dark Rockland airport,
no hire car (the desk had shut at 5
pm the previous evening) and no
taxi. Everybody had cars at the
airport and thankfully a kind lady
said she would take us to our, pre-
booked, hotel in Camden where we
arrived at 1.30am, totally jet
lagged.

I signed in at the deserted desk and next
day the owner said he was going to
frame my signature!

Next day we went back to the airport to
collect my rental car and I wanted to
know what Budget would have done if
nobody had given us a lift.  This was
thought very English but I did not get a
real reply.  At least a contact number
should have been posted at the desk
with a freephone with directions to the
keys, as the car was right by the door.

Our luggage had been delivered
the previous evening on an earlier
fog free flight, so much for the se-
curity of luggage must always be
with the passengers.

The next day we both went over to
Portland airport, the size of Gat-
wick, but with no passengers, to
await our third crew to fly in via
New York, from Toronto.  All now
present and correct!

Then to the yard, where my boat
was at the end of the dock and no
sign of any work having been done
since launch.  It could only get

worse and indeed it did!  Read on.

Before leaving Camden the OCC North
East Regional organiser, Doug Bruce
whose mooring I had used earlier kindly
invited us all for dinner at their lovely
house high in the Camden hills.  I
thought that a bunch of flowers was im-
portant for his wife Dale but my progress
up Main Street that afternoon had been
noticed by a neighbour so our               ...

Mowbray in Maine

Graham Hughes, Raymond Crawford and Mowbray
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hosts knew we were coming well pre-
pared!

Whilst enjoying the barbe-
que I noticed that Dale had
hung several pots of syrup
by the windows and I was
amazed to see humming
birds visiting for a nectar
drink.  They visit from the
Southern States but I did
not expect them to visit so
far north on their migration.
A lovely evening from a
most hospitable couple.

Work was progressing on
the boat after its layup but I
was less than observant of
what was actually being
done and this was to have
repercussions on the trip to
the Azores.  I had originally
intended to use the North
Atlantic route but Lloyds were not pre-
pared to cover me so the longer south-
ern route via Horta it had to be.

The first night saw the life-craft cradle
arm fall off, followed by
a ping as a boom hook
dropped off! With
a combination of sail-
ing and motor-sailing,
as expected, we were
well prepared, with
extra cans of diesel.
Suddenly the engine
overheating warning
sounded and I immedi-
ately shut down the
engine.  A check re-
vealed low engine oil,
low water levels and
slack belts.

Oil and water were added but attempts
to change the alternator belt were made
impossible as the locking nut on the al-
ternator quadrant arm had been screwed
off.  We did our best, thanks to the can
do spirit of Graham but the new belt that
I carried was not a perfect fit which lim-
ited the revs we could use.  Reduced
revs meant that we only just managed to
keep the power up to the batteries for
the boat systems, particularly the auto-
helm.

Meanwhile it had become much colder
and I switched the heater on low power
to comfort us and the barometer started
to drop.  Chat on the SSB picked up
reports of strong winds in Bermuda, from
the North East and a lady (English) was
complaining that her BA flight the next

day, back to the UK, had been cancelled
because of a hurricane!  This was June

after all.  Lots of American boats were
thinking of not leaving for their cruise to
Europe.

With the glass down from 1010mb to
990mb and still falling something nasty
was clearly brewing.  With my satphone I
rang the Met Office in Aberdeen, the
international centre for routing advice
(yes, this can be requested subject to a
prepaid fee but the Met Office need to
be persuaded).  After giving my position
the advice was chilling.  Extreme lows
were drifting SW off Labrador, down to
980 or lower, and
the final comment
was ''you are in the
danger zone and
you must turn south
immediately.''  We
were clearly in for a
pasting so I rang
my daughter, gave
my position and
said that if I did not
respond again after
2 days she was to
call Falmouth on
the number I had
given her before we
left Maine.  Mean-
while she was not
to ring Elizabeth
(my wife) with this
news, which off
course she promptly
did! The 3rd reef went in and we bat-
tened everything down as the wind rose
to a banshee wail with a steady 40 knots
and blasts of sustained 50 knots.  I had

forgotten to tie the wind vane down but
we now had plenty of power!

Raymond was double
clipped to the cockpit an-
chor points and the hatch
was bolted shut after we
had balanced the boat to
gently drift downwind with
the wind on our port quar-
ter.

Thankfully the waves had
not had time to build up
height but we were struck
by two waves in succession
which flung both of us off
our feet down below.  Gra-
ham was flung to starboard
with a crash and I went to
port, coming to rest against
the hand rail above the
cooker, despite holding
onto the galley post I

checked Graham's eyes for his suspect-
ed concussion and he said I looked a
sight and complained about the blood
dripping from my face onto his knees!
Thankfully I was not wearing my glass-
es.

I felt my face and thought that I had lost
a few teeth but this was not so but my
cheek was badly split, hence the blood.
A few minutes of checking, and a chat
with cockpit control confirmed that all
was well, with Raymond electing to stay
at the helm. The boat remained very well
balanced and we gave a prayer to
Chuck Paine for designing such a strong

seaworthy boat.

As dawn broke the wind settled down to
30 knots and the barometer started to

Samphire

Last buoy in
the U.S.A.

Mount Pico
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rise by a few millibars.  I gave orders that we should try and
regain our eastward course and we gradually came up to our
previous easterly track as the storm abated through the day.
None of us had eaten for at least 24 hours and we were very
tired.  Helm rosters were resumed and cups of tea were much
in demand!  A check of the boat disclosed the locking pin for
the boom at the gooseneck had clearly not been bolted home
but thankfully had not fallen off the gooseneck.  The sump was
full of water but this came from a split water bag, not changed
as instructed despite spares carried on the boat.  The electric
pump was also blocked with debris, thankfully the boat did not
take on water as otherwise we would have been in trouble.

We had been blown over 100 miles off our course which added
a couple of days to our passage but thankfully, otherwise all
was well.

The remaining days to Horta were uneventful but our diesel
dropped to less than half a tank, even allowing for the 7 extra 5
gallon cans we carried.  We had plenty of food and water how-
ever but we might have been off the Azores for a long time
looking at Mount Pico!

The wild life was really superb as we approached the Islands,
birds and wall to wall whales and dolphins who were accompa-
nied by their young learning how to delight us humans.

On arrival we fell over at the quayside, very funny to watch, as
our sea legs were cast aside.  It was clear that considera-
ble work was required to deal with the problems of the passage

and the crew were stood down, with my thanks.

I then placed the boat in the caring hands of the Mid Atlantic
Boatyard for remedial work which dealt with all the points out-
standing from Maine.

My wife and I returned to the Azores for a few days, neither of
us having visited before my trip.  They really should be better

known but the cost of the flights, via Lisbon, reflect the dis-
tance in the Atlantic, from the usual European destinations.

It felt very strange watching the delivery skipper sail my boat
away, always I had been on board!

Samphire is now for sale in Falmouth but after 20 years of
some fantastic voyaging, a lot being single-handed I feel a
smaller vessel might suit my age, at least that is what my wife
thinks!

Does anybody, with a Vic 26 want a swop?

Mowbray Whiffin

Elizabeth and I enjoyed the beautiful scenery and flowers
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Snowball Crosses the Atlantic by Colin Reid
In 2009 I was sailing my Victoria 30 Tui to the Azores when I met another single handed sailor, Hans Böbs
in his yacht Snowball.  We both arrived at Ria Cedeira in NW Spain after a dusting in Biscay.  We kept in
touch and in July 2012 I flew to Newfoundland to crew for him on a return Atlantic passage.  This is my
account of the trip.

Snowball Crosses the Atlantic

I didn’t see much of Newfoundland.  The
wind had finally come round to the west
when I arrived after a long spell of east-
erlies and we didn’t want to miss a fa-
vourable wind.  My sightseeing consist-

ed of two supermarkets where we provi-
sioned at prices that seemed more like
Norway than North America, and a cou-
ple of gas stations where we struggled to
get the propane cylinder filled.

I did get a flavour though; it was rural
and beautiful like a Canadian version of
the Hebrides, harsh climate, friendly
hospitable people.

Snowball was lying in Long Pond marina
in sheltered Conception Bay.  Hans pro-
nounced the capital St Johns unsuitable
as a port of departure though a lovely
town, as the water is dirty and there are
no facilities for yachts. Long Pond is a
quiet spot and the guys in the yard
couldn’t have been more helpful. They
didn’t say much, just got out the pickup
truck and helped us out.  Not a Bene-
teau in sight, the local boats are built for
the conditions which are about as unlike
summer in the Ionian as you can get.

Snowball is a Taranga 10.6m steel
sloop. She is rugged, set up for short
handed sailing and heavy weather in a
thoughtful, knowledgeable, seamanlike
way.  No slouch, she came third in the

1986 Twostar transatlantic race and has
been cruised extensively in high lati-
tudes. Owner Hans Böbs, intrepid
yachtsman and Master Mariner, sailed
her singlehanded from Travemünde in
the Baltic via the Azores to Greenland
and on to Newfoundland in 2011.  I fol-

lowed his progress with admiration and
offered to crew for him, helping to bring
her back across the Atlantic.

We stowed away the provisions, I was
introduced to the various on-board sys-
tems which included the coffee percola-
tor.  I was pleased to find that Hans
takes his coffee seriously.  The percola-
tor has its own page in the log book re-
cording the number of spoonful's of cof-

fee, the minutes of percolation etc, all in
pursuit of coffee nirvana.  None of your
slapdash English ways. Very good it was
too.

We had a final meal of fish and chips in
the clubhouse on a beautiful crisp even-
ing while the club boats came back from
racing in the bay.  In Newfoundland they
catch cod for local consumption and to
check stocks which are slowly recover-
ing from disastrous overfishing.  We
were asked if we wanted it with gravy,
an odd unappealing concept although
plenty of locals had it like that.  Hans
called the German met office for a per-
sonalised forecast and we retired to
Snowball to look at the grib files and
discuss the prospects.

There was a big low heading NE to the
east of Newfoundland.  We planned to
get into its southern sector to pick up the
westerlies.  Clearly we would get a lot of
wind, but at least it would blow in the
right direction and moderate.  The out-
look was for westerlies.

6.7.12

In the morning we filled the water tanks,
Hans climbed the mast to check the rig,
and we set off in quiet weather.

It took several hours to motor up Con-
ception Bay to Cape St Francis where
we would turn east for the Grand Banks
and North Atlantic.  The scenery was   ...
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beautiful in the cool northern light; we
saw a humpback whale spouting and a
pod of minke whales that I mistook for
porpoise.  Low
cloud was cloaking
the hills and as we
approached the
cape we could see
fog banks at sea.
There is fog on the
Grand Banks about
50% of the time in
summer as warm
moist air from the
Gulf Stream en-
counters the cold
waters of the Labra-
dor Current.
Whereas fog in
European waters is
associated with
high pressure and
light winds, here it
can be accompanied by gales.  And then
there is ice. We would be within the
summer ice limit for several hundred
miles.  However it is forecast meticulous-
ly on the VHF rolling 24 hour weather
channel (good idea) and there was no
ice reported.

As soon as we rounded the cape we
were into fog and increasing wind.  The
fog closed in and the wind and sea built.
We were soon sailing fast upwind into a
stiff south-easterly, reefing progressively
until we were down to three reefs in the
main and storm jib.

7.7.12   18º 30.0N 50º 06.4W

We had a rough night.  By morning the
wind had veered south as expected but
was blowing a full gale and the chorizo

and lentil stew I had made the day be-
fore didn’t seem like such a good idea.
Snowball was magnificent; she stood up

to the wind and the sea and charged on
apace.  The human element was strug-
gling. We were both seasick.

Conditions were grim. The
cabin sole was the safest
place to stretch out, secure
but miserable. We were
sailing fast in fog, keeping
watch via radar, AIS and
radar detector but visual
lookout was difficult in the
conditions.  Apart from a
small vessel seen on the
radar near Cape St Francis
we saw no other shipping,
there was no radio traffic
and no sign of ice.  The sea
was magnificent, big seas
streaked with foam.  They
weren’t really threatening
and I became confident of

Snowball’s sea-keeping abilities.  She
sailed fast under deep reefed sails, the
wind pilot steering in a southerly gale
with a violent motion.

8.7.12  19º 04.5N 47º 20.8W
Days run 115 nm

We were both sick as dogs and feeling
weak that night and day.  I couldn’t keep
anything down and resorted to frequent
sips of water so as not to get dehydrat-
ed.  Eventually I found I could manage a
cup of camomile tea with honey, then
some porridge.  Things were improving
and we both gradually regained our sea
legs. I never felt a tinge of queasiness
for the rest of the trip.

9.7.12   49º 58.8’N 43º 56.6’W
Days run 145 nm

Another rough night with S 6/7 but sail-
ing fast and making good progress.  The
wind continued to veer until we were on

a reach, the motion
improved and life
didn’t seem so bad
after all.  We were
approaching the
Gulf Stream so
there was hope of
better conditions.
Dolphins came out
to play in the dawn,
always a lift to the
spirits.  Hans down-
loaded grib files via
the sat phone so we
could ponder the
weather. The strate-
gic decision we had
to make was wheth-
er to continue as
planned for Cape

Wrath and pass to the north of Scotland,
or head south for the English Channel.
The jury was out.
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Our watch routine was 4 hours on, 4
hours off but 2 hours between 0000 and
0400.  This gives short night watches
and switches the pattern every day. For
two people it worked pretty well.

10.7.12   50º 50.07’N 40º 27.4’W
Days run 146 nm

Into the Gulf Stream, out of the
fog!  Sunshine, blue sky with bro-
ken cloud and SW4.  Good visibil-
ity and the sea has turned dark
blue which shows we are out of the
cold Labrador Current and into the
waters of the Gulf Stream.  We are
bowling along downwind at 6 knots
with full sail.

I washed my hair and felt like a
new man.  Sadly my shaver had
run out of battery so I cannot
shave for the trip.  I should arrive
looking like a true seadog. Hans
baked bread, and I am impressed.
There is nothing more homely and
comforting than the smell of bread
in the oven and the result was delicious.
He uses an Omnia stovetop oven
shaped like a giant bagel which works
extremely well.  The plan is to bake our
own bread for the crossing.  Canadian
bread does not appeal.  I cooked the first
proper hot meal for several days, simple
and bland out of consideration for our
stomachs. Boiled spuds, fresh corn on
the cob, butter, black pepper.  It felt like
a feast. After dinner we listened to
Ravel’s Bolero loud on the hi-fi.  What an
atmospheric piece.  As it reached the
crescendo an almighty thunder storm
broke out.  I felt a bit nervous being the
only thing above wave height for hun-
dreds of miles but I was assured that
due to the Faraday’s Cage principal we
were quite safe inside a steel hull.

Called the German met office on the sat
phone and found our decision was a

foregone conclusion; if we headed for
the north of Scotland we could expect
NE gales, if we made for the English
Channel we could expect westerlies,
strong at times but blowing our way. We

altered course onto the
great circle track to Bishop
Rock.

11.7.12  51º12.7N 36º48W
Days run 140 nm

Spent a quiet night watch
enjoying the stars and sliv-
er of moon. As we are sail-
ing downwind Hans rigged
the ‘winter garden’ as he
calls it.  This is a canvas
stern door to the spray-
hood which keeps out the
following wind.  It made a
big difference sitting in the
cockpit at night, very cosy.

He cooked a slap-up breakfast, scram-
bled eggs and coffee, so clearly we are
both feeling a lot better. It was a lovely

sunny day and as the wind dropped we
poled out the genoa then took it in and
flew the gennaker.  We experimented
with my method for dropping it, letting go
the tack to de-power the sail and hauling
in from the clew standing
by the mast.  It looks dra-
matic as the sail blows high
out to leeward but it works
well. Towards evening the
fog returned for a while.

12.7.12
51º16.4N  33º15.5W
Days run135 nm

During the morning the
wind increased to W7.  We
took in the main and ran
under a deep reefed poled
out genoa which was plenty
of sail.  We experimented

with a snatch block for the sheet at the
pole end so the sail could be adjusted
easily and to reduce chafe.  This worked
well.  The sea built and Hans was con-
cerned that the pole would dip into a
wave endangering the mast as we were
rolling heavily so we changed to deep
reefed main only.  Hans excelled himself
in the galley, producing an excellent
soufflé.

13.7.12  51º 22.6N  29º 38.8W
Days run 139 nm

It blew W7 all evening and night with a
rough sea.  This is the second frontal
system we have encountered.  It was a
black night and hard to sleep with the din
from the contents of the lockers crashing
rhythmically about as we rolled.  The
cockpit felt exposed in the big following
sea and with lack of sleep, noise, the
endless rush of speed as we sailed fast
downwind I spent a stressful night.

Half Way!! We are 900nm from land.
What an extraordinary feeling to
be so far out in a small boat. Dur-
ing the day the wind eased and
veered to NW4/5 and we ran with
just the poled out genoa.

14.7.12   51º 38.8N  26º 12.7W
Days run 131 nm

The wind dropped to NW3/4 dur-
ing the night and we were back to
full sail and had a quiet days sail-
ing.  We sat in the cockpit experi-
menting with knots and I learned
to do a diamond knot.  I watched
Hans’s mainsail handling tech-
niques.  He has a way of hoisting
and lowering the main sailing

downwind using the reef pennants to
keep the sail flat and away from the
shrouds.  A useful trick as I always have
to point up to lower the sail when sailing
downwind.
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We got out the jar of moose meat killed
and preserved by a Newfie friend.  I
stewed it in red wine, and it was a real
feast, rich and flavoursome, similar to
venison.

15.7.12   51º 36.7’N  22º 50.1’W
Days run 130nm

Another day, another near gale.  When I
came on night watch I was greeted by
incredible phosphorescence.  It was a
dark night and the sea was rough.  Eve-
ry breaking wave as far as the eye could
see produced a shower of silver light.
Snowball’s wave was a trail of silver.
And there was a pod of dolphins ducking
and diving around us, invisible but leav-
ing wakes of molten silver.  Stunning!

During the night the wind increased and
backed to SE6.  Rather than try to go to
windward in the confused sea we hove
to for a few hours.  What a relief from the

relentless driving motion of fast sailing.
Peace reigned in the cabin and we got
some sleep.  When I awoke Hans had
the sails up again as the wind had eased
and veered.  Gradually the wind dropped
right down and we started the engine.
The batteries need charging anyway but
this was the first time since Newfound-
land we had motored to help us on our
way.  I found a cosy spot wedged in the
companionway, my lower half snug and
warm from the engine.  The wind veered
and increased to SW6/7 and we were
sailing fast again with reefed sails.

Email from my daughters cycling through
Bulgaria in 40c.  Strange to think of them
so far away in such a different world.
Sailing across an ocean is a bit like be-
ing an astronaut locked in a tiny capsule
cut off from the rest of humanity.

16.7.12    51º 13.7’N 18º 11.1’W
Days run133nm

A quiet night and day, sailing fast down-
wind.  We ran the engine to charge the
batteries.  The solar panels aren’t getting

much of a chance as we
haven’t seen much of the
sun.  Hans took advantage
of the warmth from the
engine to get the sour-
dough to rise and baked
another delicious loaf of
bread.  Later on the wind
picked up again to SSW
6/7 and we double reefed
the main with the heavy
weather jib.  Snowball has
a great sail wardrobe and it
is always possible to find a
snug combination of sails.
The big genoa is set on a
furler rolling forestay, and
there is a range of hanked-

on jibs for the inner forestay.  I have yet
to see how easy it is to tack the genoa
with the inner forestay in the way as we
have been on the same
tack since we left.

17.7.12
50º 54.6’N 15º 46.5’W
Days run 142nm

It blew hard all night and
the next day, SW6/7, in-
creasing to SW8.  We were
reaching fast with 3 reefs in
the main and the heavy
weather jib, but ended up
with just the headsail.  The
wind pilot has steered all
the way and really likes the

strong windy conditions.  Hans works
like a Trojan changing sails and never
flinches from foredeck work whatever
the conditions.  He does most of the sail
handling because he knows exactly
which sails he wants and where every-
thing is.  I keep an eye on him and pon-
der on how to do an emergency stop in
these conditions if he went over the side.
I don’t like the self tacking jib because it
makes it impossible to quickly go about
and back the jib to stop.  In the evening
the wind gradually eased.

18.7.12   50º 28.3’N 12º 20.0’W
Days run 135nm

After a quiet night the wind picked up to
a comfortable W4/5.  Dolphins came out
to play in the morning, a joy to behold.
We heard BBC Radio 4 for the first time,
very evocative of home listening to Sail-
ing By and the Shipping Forecast read in
those measured BBC tones.  We saw a
fishing boat so we must be onto the con-
tinental shelf.  Feels like we are nearing
home.

19.7.12  50º 07.5’W 9º 04.5’W
Days run 130nm

A fine sunny day sailing goose-winged.
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We tried fishing and nearly caught a big one, but it bit through
the stainless steel line and got away. I felt bad about the poor
fish escaping with the lure in its mouth so we tried for smaller
fry with no luck.  The wind dropped and in the evening we
started the motor.

20.7.12   49º 50.5’N 5º 53.5’W    Days run 126 nm

We motored all night in a calm sea. It was a beautiful night with
stars in the sky. It felt like summer at last. When I came on
watch in the morning we had passed Bishop Rock and the
Isles of Scilly were in sight to the north. I gazed through the
binoculars at those blessed isles, remembering other trips and
favourite anchorages. We shaped a course for the Lizard, into
tidal waters now. We motored for most of the day and picked
up a nice breeze off the Lizard. Watched the lifeboat help a
yacht fouled on a pot off the headland. We have splendid sail
across Falmouth bay in the evening sun and finally leave Black
Rock close to starboard, head into the town anchorage and
drop the hook in 10 metres.

14 days 8 hours to cross the North Atlantic in a small yacht.
Not bad!

Colin Reid

Editor’s note:

‘Snowball Crosses the Atlantic’ by Colin Reid was the win-
ning entry in The Victoria Shadow Association’s Cruising Log
Competition.

The competition is an annual event with the winner holding
the Victoria II Cup for a year.  Entries should be sent to the
Honorary Secretary by the 31st October and the winner is an-
nounced at the Annual Luncheon and General Meeting in No-
vember.
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Approaches to Braye from the South by John Cade

The island of Alderney is my favourite
Channel Island, and I always plan to
spend a night or two in Braye harbour on
my way to or from the other Channel
Islands or the Brittany coast.

The direction of tidal streams in relation
to the height of tide in the area of the
Bay of St Malo, where the Channel Is-
lands lie, is confusing for the occasional
visitor.  Yachtsmen who are familiar with
the harbours on the English side of the
Channel know that, broadly speaking,
the flood tide flows eastwards until high
water is reached, then westwards to low
water.  One might think that the pattern
would be the same at Alderney, situated
as it is at the side of the Channel.  But
this is not the case.  High water at Braye
comes not after approximately 6 hours of
English Channel flood but after just 2
hours.  During the next 4 hours the level
falls.  Using the terms flood and ebb are
therefore misleading when discussing
pilotage in this area.

The approach to Braye from the north is
easy at all states of the tide, providing
due allowance is made for the east/west
cross tidal stream which runs at up to
3½ knots at mean springs.  However,
the approach from the south is a differ-
ent kettle of fish altogether.

Tidal streams around the island run at
up to 6 knots, which restrict yachts to

approaching Braye harbour only on the
NE going stream.  Yachts coming up
from Guernsey will invariably have rid-
den the NE going stream and will arrive
off Alderney with an hour or so of favour-
able stream left to see them into the
harbour. Yachts from St Helier, Jersey,
will not have been as fortunate, having
stemmed about 5 hours of contrary
stream before being able to benefit from
the NE stream.

Yachts have a choice of either ap-
proaching  the harbour from the west via
the Swinge or from the east via the Race
of Alderney.  The Swinge is the shorter
route, but has dangerous overfalls in
wind over tide conditions.  Reed’s Alma-
nack recommends that it be used only in
“reasonable vis and fair weather”. A cau-
tionary note on AC 60 Alderney and the
Casquets says “Dangerous overfalls
form in the main Swinge channel.  Their
position varies with the tidal stream”.  A
futher caution in the Admiralty Tidal
Stream Atlas NP 264 says “Due to very
strong rates of the tidal streams….many
eddies occur.  Where possible some
indication of these eddies has been in-
cluded. In many areas there is either
insufficient information or the eddies are
unstable”.  Thus one cannot bank on
having a dry and uneventful passage
unless conditions are settled.

The alternative route to the east of the

island poses a different problem.  You
will see from the accompanying chartlet
that at Quenard Point on the NE corner
of the island the stream splits, part turn-
ing westwards towards the harbour en-
trance and part continuing NE to join the
English Channel.  In order to benefit
from the west going fork in the stream it
is necessary to tuck well inshore after
rounding the Brinchetais Ledge.  This is
best achieved by closing with the island
while still west of the ledge and hugging
the coast until past the ledge.  At this
point, if you are enjoying a fair wind or
under power, your SOG is likely to be in
double figures so you need to remain
alert to ensure that you catch the west
going stream and are not swept on to
Cherbourg.  If you fail to tuck sufficiently
inshore immediately after passing the
ledge you will be swept a little eastwards
and over a couple of rocks, the
Blanchard at 3.7m and its neighbour at
5.2m. As you will have at least half the
rise of tide under you at this time, these
rocks do not pose a danger, but I still try
to avoid them.

The tidal stream atlas indicates that the
west/east split in the stream at Quenard
does not fully develop until the main NE
stream has been running for 2 or 3
hours, at approximately HW St Helier.
On the last two occasions that I have
rounded Quenard bound for Braye there
has been no evidence of it: maybe I was
a bit on the early side.

At the Southampton Boat Show last
September I called in at the Channel
Islands stand to obtain their views on the
above matters. The Alderney repre-
sentative looked as if he knew what he
was talking about (not always the case
at boat shows, alas) and said that he
recommended using the Swinge in most
conditions as there is a danger of being
dumped on rocks off Quenard if one
goes the other way.  In poor visibility,
turn on the radar and keep the drying
rocks outside the half mile range ring. I
tactfully enquired into his credentials. He
is the navigator on the Alderney lifeboat!

Having received this advice, I will feel
more comfortable in a decision to use
the Swinge in fresh winds in future.

John Cade, Cadenza
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Que Sera’s Summer Cruise 2012 by Sue Doyle

Summer 2012

I thought I'd leave early this year.  Last April was the best bit of
the summer and March 2012 was great, so on April 22nd I left
my Ashlett mooring with two friends bound for foreign parts,
well Portsmouth for starters.

However, the weather soon said otherwise and the next day
we returned to the West Solent via a lunch stop in Wootton
Creek.  By the time the weather was due to improve the tides
would once again allow us an early morning exit from Hurst
Narrows.  The afternoon sail against a F6/7 was exciting and
very wet.  The rain was so heavy we could barely see anything
in front of us, happily no other idiot was out in it.

Newtown Creek was virtually empty.  Plenty of space was a
welcome aspect of an early season departure.  We put the
heater on and settled in.

The forecast of a possible gale later made me decided to head
for the fleshpots of Yarmouth for the next day.  At least we
could all find something else to do there.  We stayed three
nights exploring the island by bus.  One day we did a circuit via
the 7,3,6,9 and 7 again!  Then we had had enough so before
the F9 forecast at midday came in we sailed, with just the stay-
sail, back to Newtown for lunch then Beaulieu for the night.
Turning into the wind and tide of Beaulieu river's first reach the
engine could only just cope.

A weather window for the next afternoon meant we could nip to
Poole for a change of scene and still keep our Channel cross-
ing hopes.  We had a lovely full sail reach across the bay with
Doris, my self steering gear, engaged.  We anchored off Pot-
tery Pier.  I tried to find a spot out of the channel, avoiding a
"dangerous rock" my plotter said was there, but tucked in
enough to shelter us against the north easterly F7 forecast for
overnight.  It did not materialise despite me being half awake
all night in anticipation!

The next forecast gave F9 again with F10 coming up the
Channel from Plymouth, time for discretion and a move into
the very expensive Dolphin Marina at Poole Quay. More bus
rides.

Cross Channel

However, May Day brought us not a Mayday but a big enough
window to cross the channel.  We were off.  We sailed with
Doris in charge for four hours then, would you believe, the
wind dropped so light we had to motor the rest of the way.
Exasperating or what!

By now we has used up so much time the plan to sail the two
chaps to a drop off in Roscoff and me to return to the Channel
Isles on my own to meet up with my next crew, had to be
abandoned.

One crew left on the Cherbourg ferry and the following day
Mike and I Had a good sail over to Longy Bay on the east side
of Alderney.  It was very nervous making on the final approach,
pointing due west at jagged rocks but drifting fast to the south
on the tide.  At last the bay opened up and we could choose

our anchorage.  We had it almost to ourselves.  Paddy an art-
ist, was out sailing his little dinghy.  He came aboard for a beer
and gave us the local (artistic) gossip!

One installation made by Goldsworthy was a circle of pebbles
with a mat of woven wet sea grass over it with another pebble
on its centre.  As it dried the mat shrunk and lifted revealing
the shadow of the central pebble.  The shadow was the art!

He told us of a gin palace towed in by the lifeboat having had
engine problems.  It then broke its mooring in Braye harbour
and went ashore scattering TVs, furnishings etc all over the
beach. It was owned by Dutch guys living in S. Africa. They
skipped out on a flight and now Alderney may have to pick up
the clear -up costs.

Longy Bay
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The trip down to St. Peter Port was
smooth with a NE3.  Mike, who is not a
sailor and doesn't really like helming
under sail, did really well steering close
to a run most of the way.

We stayed there for most of the next few
days until Mike had to leave, with just
one foray for an overnight in Fermain
Bay, because the weather was so poor.
It was handy having two to lift the dinghy
on the beaches.  The tidal range is so
great that a long stay anywhere always
involves one long carry.  We visited
Herm on the ferry and I enjoyed a good
walk right round the island.  Antony
Gormley had one of his tin men on the
northern skyline.  I felt there are enough
people everywhere without spoiling the
views with rusty statues.

Once on my own, I went down to Petit
Port in the SE corner of Guernsey for an
overnight.  The water was beautiful and I
enjoyed rowing around in the dinghy.
The cliffs were spectacular but I chick-
ened out of hauling myself to the top.  It
was a bit rolly near HW but not too bad.

After a spell back in St Peter Port hiding
from more poor weather, on 16th I head-
ed for Havre Gosselin on Sark.  The
mooring buoys were tucked in quite

close to the cliffs but looked OK.  I rowed
ashore.  The swell was swooshing up
the steps so it was a bit of a work of art
to get out dry.  I had a long line to tie to

the painter and tried to tie the dinghy up
clear of the steps.  I was a bit worried
about damage to its thin skin.

A brief walk around convinced me that it
was a great island to explore and tomor-
row I would pack a picnic and spend all
day there.  However, I had a dreadful
night.  The swell got worse, the boat
rolled and I didn't sleep a wink.  I got up
with a steaming headache and to make
matters worse it was pouring with rain.
All I could think of was clearing out.  Lots
of French boats had arrived on the
buoys, did they not mind the rolling?
When the tide was right I put up the
main with one reef.  I should have stuck
to my first idea to just use the headsail,
but I was surrounded by French and
frankly I think I was showing off!  Off

course the further out I got
the stronger the wind.  The
dinghy began flying beside
me, no idea how I didn't
lose it.

At St. Peter Port I had to
figure out a way to stop. I
dumped the main sheet
and turned up into wind.  I
had to let go the tiller to
reach in and start the en-
gine, grab it again and set
the autohelm.  It barely
held as I struggled to the

mast to drop the main and I had to keep
diving back to get her up into wind again.
At last it was done and with the boat still
leaping all over the place I got a tie
round the sail and turned down wind into
the harbour entrance.  Boats were com-
ing in from every direction but I had to
get on fenders and lines each side.  I'd
motor upwind to the entrance, dash
around and get two fenders on, dash
back to the helm and repeat, often turn-
ing complete circles whilst drifting down
on the locals' pontoon.  I got some funny
looks but crewed boats weren't having it
all that easy.

At last I got a "follow me" from a harbour
dory but as I approached the entrance a
yacht towing another materialised.  I
gave way and circled some more.  Final-
ly I got a berth albeit at the farthest cor-
ner of the marina, rudder worryingly
close to the substantial concrete base of
a pile.  I tied up tight and relaxed at last.
Later 5 French boats rafted on me as the
Morlaix race finished.  They celebrated
heartily but I have to say I didn't hear
them at all that night.  Either they were
very considerate or I slept very solidly
after my previously disturbed night.

The new crew arrived.

They didn't bring any sunshine and their
first few days involved more circular
tours by bus.  Though we did once find a
gap in the rain to break our journey in
the west of the island where there were
several field of wild orchids, beautiful
purple loose flowered orchids native to
the islands but not the UK.  And we got a
wonderful Sunday Lunch, inexpensive
and huge.

The 21st May found us en route for Jer-
sey. I wanted to anchor in St. Aubin's
Bay.  I'd read about the anchorage in
Ken Endean's super book "Channel Ha-
vens".  But it was springs and I couldn't
get in far.  I tried to ignore the swell but
eventually the crew mutinied and we
went into St Helier Marina.

However, it's an ill wind!  While there I
asked about someone to help fix one of
the forward hatches whose rivet had
given way.  They had an engineer on
site.  He did it straight away and charged
just £10!  I couldn't believe it.  Quick
what other things could he fix, I couldn't
think of anything but the skipper next
door grabbed him ASAP.

After a day looking around St Helier
mainly on the Little Train we sailed out
through the Demie de Pas the thirty
miles to Granville.  A fog patch up-wind
caused a bit of concern but it didn't de-
velop and a few hours motoring were
needed.  Again a day was spent explor-
ing then it was the highlight of the trip;
the Iles Chausey.

These are a tiny archipelago of small
islands with lots of rocks at low water
between Granville and St Malo.  In the
channel by the main island Grande Ile,
are a set of visitor's buoys.  These are
picked up fore and aft.  With quick crew
work we did it first time and settled down
to watched a crew of five make a hash of
theirs.  They made the mistake of pick-
ing up the forward one first though to be

Anchored in Petit Port, Guernesey

Steps at Havre Gosselin

Running repairs for someone
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fair as we were on their aft one it was
more tricky.  Eventually they agreed to
throw us their stern line and we took a
turn for them and sent it back.  The
buoys had "max three boats "writ in
large letters, which the French ignored.
It  became very busy at the weekend

despite the early season.

We stayed for three nights.  The water
was incredibly clear and once at high
water I got vertigo looking down through
11 metres to the bottom.  We went
ashore in the dinghy, lazed on the
beaches and ate in the cafe.  I did a few
walks around the island enjoying seeing
large green lizards basking and the
spring flowers.  We intended to swim but
the water was soooo cold. We took the
dinghy and explored the exposed rocks
and coves at low water.

Apparently, Eric Tabarley the famous
French sailor was born here but we did-
n't find his house.  One time returning to
the long slipway where we'd left the din-
ghy we happened upon a wedding party
coming ashore.  The bride was in the
traditional long bridal gown, the groom in
a tux and one man in Bermuda shorts
carrying her bouquet of white roses.
The weather was generally lovely with
just a fierce thunderstorm one night.

Leaving the islands I decided to give the
channel which cut up through it to the
east, a go.  It was a bit stressful and I
confess I snapped at one of the crew
who kept distracting me by telling me
about marks we had already passed.
We got through safely, it will be easier
next time.  The plotter was great and the
route was well marked.

This time we did make an overnight stay
in the anchorage at Belcroute Bay by St
Aubin's.  It was neaps so I could get
quite well in and we had a peaceful
night.  One more marina night followed

then with fresh stores we took the small
Violet channel through the reefs east up
round Jersey past Gorey to an anchor-
age in St Catherine's Bay.  I was hoping
to visit Les Ecrehou, an even smaller set
of reefs than Chausey, but on checking it
out I realised that as it was now neaps it

would not be a par-
ticularly good visit.
At springs one can
stay a while over
low water and go
ashore at a conven-
ient time.

After a couple of
nights at anchor and
a walk ashore to
visit Gorey we head-
ed north to show my
friends Sark.  Given
the wind direction I
had thought it would
be a good reaching

sail, however once around the corner of
Jersey it was obvious that the tide was
so strong the offset had to be so big so
as not to overshoot, that we were head-
ed.  Eventually we made the moorings at
La Greve de la Ville on the east coast.
All the visitors buoys were occupied,
what to do?  I picked up one that had no
writing on it but was pretty substantial.
We slept OK but it was quite rolly.  In the
morning I should have moved to a visi-
tor's buoy which had been vacated but I
took a chance and we all went ashore
and scaled the steep cliff path amongst
flowers and bird song.  Coffee and cake,
pony trap ride, crab salad lunch, stupen-
dous walled gardens all followed. It was
a lovely visit.  Coming back down the
path a workman was strimming the path.
On the coastal path on Guernsey there
were big notices asking people not to
pick the flowers but leave them for oth-
ers to enjoy, ironically these were all
being clear strimmed too!

As we got lower I saw to my horror that a
large motor boat was on the mooring
beside Que Sera.  The owner had re-
turned.  He was not best pleased and
made snide, near the knuckle remarks
about us being a crew of ladies.  All I
could do was apologise profusely and
move to another buoy.

It was really foggy outside when we left
later that afternoon for St. Peter Port. I
hadn't realised how thick.  I didn't want
to thread my way back to the La Greve
moorings though perhaps I should have.
With full revs at times we just kept pace
with the tide until at last we turned the
corner at the bottom of Little Sark and

things got easier.  The fog was thick and
we sounded our fog horn. My keen (or
scared) crew kept answering the light-
house until I strongly suggested we
economise on the limited canister capac-
ity.

The next day, after having a very expen-
sive hair cut, we left for Beaucette mari-
na on the north coast.  As well as giving
a change of scene this was to be our
jumping off point for the cross channel
trip, when the weather improved.
Though only a few miles up the Little
Russell it was a bit of a hairy trip.  The
tide was so fast I was concerned I'd
overshoot it and had all hands peering
through the wind and spray for the small
south cardinal beacon which marked the
channel into this old quarry.  The en-
trance is very narrow over a cill.  After a
bit of circling the harbour dory at last
appeared to lead us in.  The restaurant
meal that night, of scallops and black
pudding was delectable!

Next day was Sunday 3rd June, we dec-
orated the boat with the plastic flags we
had bought in Jersey, the rained cleared
a little and we had a walk out by L'An-
cresse Bay then listened to the River
Pageant on long wave.  Monday we did
more touristy things but all the time I was
thinking of and checking up on the fore-
cast.  It had seemed that an early start
on Tuesday was on the cards but I won-
dered.  At the 6pm forecast I suddenly
decided it had to be NOW, though I had
tried to avoid an overnight trip.  We mo-
tor sailed most of the way to Dartmouth.
My crew found judging the shipping
more difficult than I had expected so my
watch below generally evaporated.
We made it into the Dart at 7:30am and I
made a mess of parking, trying to turn
her into the wind in a small space with
too much tide.  I woke the neighbours.
However, no damage was done and I
slunk off to bed.

It began raining again….

Editors note:
Sue and ‘Que Sera’ are safely back in
England but their adventures are not yet
over.

If you would like to know how it all
ended and when Sue and ‘Que Sera’
finally got back to Ashlett Creek, the
full tale is available on the website.

Sue Doyle, Que Sera

Low water in Chausey
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